
 

 

     

Work & Play 

As spring’s arrival invites us to head 
outside and inspires us to think of 
summer activities, our May worship 
services use the season to consider a 
polarity that often sharpens when 
winter comes to an end. Ease may 
come with vacations — but time off 
work and school does not 
necessarily translate into playtime.  
A culture that constantly pressures 
us to be busy about something 
communicates the message that 
purposeless activity and idle time, is 
time misspent.  Yet our spirits need 
relief from productivity in order to 
renew.  These opposite tugs form 
the focus for the May services. 
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07  Work of some sort is likely to 

consume most of our time for 
years, maybe decades, of our lives.  
The work we do defines us, 
provides connections, and shapes 
life purpose.  But are purpose and 
work the same?  Kathy and 
Worship Associate Ben Ensroth 
reflect on the spiritual elements 
of work and why we do so much 
of it.  Music provided by the 
Sound Messengers. 

!
Birmingham Unitarian Church 
A UN ITAR IAN UN IVERSAL IST  CONGREGAT ION 

Notice: May 21 

BUC Annual Meeting 

11:45 a.m. 
Our constitution states that you must 
be a member in good standing 90 days 
prior to the Annual Meeting to cast 
your vote, which includes participation 
in the annual giving process for the 
fiscal year 2016-2017, (either a 
submission, or a request for a hardship 
waiver) are required.  

Check the official list is the office if 
you’re unsure. If you DON’T see your 
name, and believe there is an error, 
contact lisa.crawford@bucmi.org to 
resolve the issue.  

SERVICES  10:30 a.m. 

14 Writers on spirituality have 
sometimes noticed the similarity 
in the words play and pray.  What 
might play have in common with 
prayer or meditation?  How could 
play promote our spiritual 
growth?  Kathy and Worship 
Associate Kelly Taylor playfully 
consider the interface of play and 
spiritual practice.  Music provided 
by Mike McGillivray and Cathy 
Sherwin. 

21 Choir Sunday “And Justice For 
All” Featuring the BUC Chalice 
Choir along with the One Hour 

Choir. 

5/7 “Labour’s Love Lost, & Found” 

5/14 “Play As a Spiritual Practice” 5/28 “Memories That Heal & Save” 

28 It used to be a given that soldiers 
returning from military service 
were given a hero’s welcome. 
Now that welcoming return is 
more complicated and 
ambiguous. Many service people 
suffer emotional and 
psychological aftereffects from 
their tour of duty. This service 
led by Kathy and Worship 
Associate Judy Amir considers 
the challenge of welcoming home 
those who do not always return 
to us whole.  Music provided by 
Abha, Steven Dearing, and 
Rudolfs Ozolins. 
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Connections 
“…joy and 

sorrow are 
inseparable… together 
they come and when 
one sits alone with 
you… remember the 
other is asleep upon 
your bed.” 

-- Khalil Gibran 

Look Who Signed 
the Book! 
Please extend a warm welcome to 
Andrew & Cori Starr who signed 
BUC’s membership book on April 9 
(pictured here with daughter Layla). 
If you have questions about 
membership at BUC, or if you already 
know you would like to make it official 
– contact Lisa Crawford at 
lisa.crawford@bucmi.org or find her in 
the Pavilion or Hodas Hall on Sundays 
following the services.  

Wine, Wisdom, and Words 
On Friday, May 12 at 7:00 p.m. in the Commons, BUC writers will be 
reading.  They will be supplying the words, you will bring your own wine 
and the wisdom will be all around!  Non-alcoholic beverage will be 
supplied.   

Please contact Penny Hackett-Evans Evansph2@wowway.com to sign up 
to read.  You may read either 2 pages of prose or 3 poems.  Bring your 
own wine and a finger food snack to share. 
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Grief Support Group: May 2 & 16  
This group meets monthly on the first and third Tuesdays of the month from 4:30-6:00 p.m. Currently meeting in the 
Sanctuary. All who are processing and experiencing grief at the loss of a loved one are welcome to come participate in 
this group. Any questions may be directed to facilitator, Alison Rule at (248) 3020-1021. 

Sunday Morning Discussion Group 
The Sunday Morning Discussion Group will continue discussing the book, Predictably Irrational by Dan Ariely. The Sunday 
Morning Discussion Group meets in the classroom with the green door from 9:00 to 10:15 a.m. and welcomes everyone to 
join them for a lively discussion. 

Caregivers Support Group: May 8 & 22 
This is a support group for those caring for a loved one with dementia. Being the sole caregiver can be an isolating, 
overwhelming, and challenging experience. We offer support for those doing the supporting! This group has changed their 
meeting time to the 2nd and 4th  Mondays of the month at 1:30 in the sanctuary. We will be meeting April 10 & 24  To 
learn more, call Alison Rule at 248-320-1021 or Camille Harris at 248 320-9651. 

Effortless Meditation Wednesdays 

“Take 15” Meditation  
BUC invites people to join us after the service in the Hodas Family Hall for conversation, community, coffee, tea, bagels 
and donuts. But if that feels overwhelming, and you’d like a more low-key option to connect with others in a more quiet, 
and reflective way, join with others in the red door classroom, (on the north side of the outdoor courtyard), for a 15 minute 
guided meditation led by Dawn Kulongowski a certified davidji instructor, or meditator Rajesh Radhakrishnan.  

11:45 – Noon. 

Meet up in the blue door classroom. Led by Denise Everheart a certified SKY Meditation teacher. 

May 3: NO Effortless Meditation due to Rummage week at BUC 
May 10: Full Moon Meditation  

BUC Spring Rummage Sale 
Thursday, May 4 Opening Night & Silent Auction 6:30 – 9:00 p.m. 

Friday, May 5 Half-Price Day 10:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m. 

Saturday, May 6 Bag Day 9:00 a.m. – Noon 

*The Alliance & the Humanist Group will not meet in May* 
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Rev. Dr. 
Kathy Hurt 

1

In discussing my decision to leave BUC at the end of this church year with 
some congregants, one repeated comment I have heard is, “I thought you 
would stay here longer.” Truth be told, I had expected to be at BUC 
longer also. When I came here seven years ago and settled into a fruitful 
and satisfying ministry with you, I told myself often that I would stay ten 
years. There was nothing magic about a 10-year ministry, nor was that a 
goal I set after thoughtful discernment; rather, it was a number picked out 
of the air mostly because it had a nice solid feel to it. Ten years in ministry 
sounded about right.  

Yet months earlier I began to see that my ministry was coming to a good 
conclusion with you, and instead of being here ten years I would be here 
seven years. While I might have stuck with that earlier notion and kept on, 
and while you and I might well have continued to do good work together, 

2

staying longer simply to fulfill an arbitrary notion about how long my BUC ministry should 
last made no sense. Much like continuing to eat after I am full, or hanging around at a social 
gathering when I have visited with everyone I wanted to see, or remaining in a relationship 
when there is nothing more to talk about, to remain despite my conviction that we had done 
all the work we needed to do together would have risked you and I coming to be weary of one 
another. When that happens, ministers and congregations often find some way to get into 
trouble so leaving becomes necessary rather than a choice.  

We order our lives according to clocks and calendars, seldom according to the natural 
rhythm of seasons or the pattern of daylight and darkness. We stay up too late and get up too 
early, we rush through experiences in order to get to the next very important matter, and the 
time needed to know another, to complete a task to satisfaction, to savor a meaningful 
exchange—time that may not correspond to clock or calendar—gets ignored in order to 
maintain the control our clocks and calendars give us over the lived experience of our lives.  

More often than not, I manage my life in alignment with a schedule I have set, a schedule 
based on what I want to get done in the time I have allotted. I try, usually without success, to 
avoid looking at clock or calendar on a day off, to let events and experiences unfold in their 
own time without my having orchestrated them. The feeling of going through a day 
untethered to a schedule is alternately pleasurable and anxiety producing: isn’t there 
something I should be getting done, someone I should be attending to?  

Jesus urged us to watch birds and notice flowers, to see how life in the natural world worked 
without the heavy hand of human control. As we move from winter to spring, where birds 
and flowers are easier to spot, we might check them out and know a time for living that can 
bring experiences as satisfying (or perhaps more satisfying) than anything we had on the 
schedule.  

Faithfully,  

REFLECTIONS 
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Being Mortal Film Screening at BUC 
Please join us for a free screening and discussion of the PBS Frontline documentary “Being 
Mortal”.  Based on the bestselling book by Harvard School of Public Health’s Dr. Atul 
Gawande, MD, “Being Mortal” is a moving one-hour film that serves as a powerful 
introduction to health care planning and decision-making.  Be a part of a national 
conversation about what matters most to people in health and illness, so we may all take 
charge of what we want for ourselves and our families!  The film will be followed by a one-
hour discussion, including a handout and facilitated review of the simple, legal “Five 
Wishes” document for you to use as an Advanced Directive tool, if you so choose.  
Additional information on advance care planning will be made available through May at the 
Pastoral Care table after service on Sundays. 

Where:   BUC Sanctuary 
When:  Saturday, May 13th, from 10:00am – 12:00pm   

&/Or    Thursday, June 1st, from 7:00pm – 9:00pm 
For more information:  Lisa Patterson; 248-516-9862 or lisaeverspatterson@gmail.com 

This event is made possible by the Hospice Foundation of America, and is underwritten by a grant from the John and Wauna Harman 
Foundation. 

Knitting Ministry May 22 
The Knitting Ministry makes lap robes, shawls and other small items to give members experiencing significant events in 
their lives.  Including, but not limited to prolonged illness, surgery, loss of a loved one, or births. We are meeting on the 
fourth Monday of each month, from 1:00 – 3:00 p.m. in the small conference room. Please contact Andie Stewart, 
alamonts851@gmail.com, to let me know if you are interested. 

Living By Heart 

This group meets together to read and write journal entries and poetry will meet on Monday evenings from 7-9 in the 
Red Door.  No meeting on May 1.  No experience needed.  Drop in as you wish.  Bring; journal, pen, a poem you love, 
scissors and glue.  Facilitated by Penny Hackett-Evans. 

Opera Buffs, Saturday May 13 
The dream cast of Renée Fleming as the Marschallin and El�na Garan�a as Octavian star in 
Strauss’s grandest opera. In his new production, Robert Carsen, the director behind the 
Met’s recent Falstaff, places the action at the end of the Habsburg Empire, underscoring the 
opera’s subtext of class and conflict against a rich backdrop of gilt and red damask, in a 
staging that also stars Günther Groissböck as Baron Ochs.  

Tickets at the AMC theater complex M-59 and Mound Road are $24. ($22 seniors). Begins 
at 12:30 p.m. After the opera, many of us go for a bite to eat and fellowship. 

Contact Larry Freedman – lawrenceman@sbcglobal.net 248-370-8227 
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+ 
May 13: The Yellow 
Room Gang 
 
A Michigan Songwriters Collective: David Barrett, Jim 
Bizer, Annie Capps, Kitty Donohoe, Michael Hough, 
Jan Krist, David Tamulevich & Matt Watroba 

“They all are talented individual performers, but there’s 
something special that happens when they’re together. 
The audience had no trouble with an uninterrupted 90 
minute set and probably would have stayed for twice 
that long, the Gang was so entertaining. …superb music 
and great spirits.” - Rich Warren, “Folkstage”, WFMT  

$15 Admission, $13 Seniors/Students.  Show begins at 
8:00 p.m. at BUC. Doors open at 7:00 p.m. 

Happy Spring, BUC music-lovers. March was full of joyful choral and band music: the band and choir collaborated for 
the first time, and Easter included some classic choral tunes. Our Chalice Choir welcomed Debbie McMillan to the 
soprano section. Earth Day Green Sanctuary Sunday was April 23. The Sound Messengers welcomed guest-singer Craig 
Stroup. Then, Abha and Steve debuted a new song "Quiet Creature" that day as well. It was a joy to celebrate our Earth, 
and we need to remember to care for it as well.  

As usual, there are lots of music activities coming up to listen for in the next few weeks. May 7 Sound Messengers play, 
then May 21st is Choir Sunday: "And Justice for All" is our theme. Come and hear as the Choir members share a variety 
of songs plus anecdotes and readings about this theme and its many facets.  

NEWSFLASH: The BUC 
Chalice Choir INVITES you to 
be a part of the One-Hour 
Choir!! On Wednesday May 17 
from 8-9pm, come and sing a 
song with the Chalice Choir---all 
ages, all voice parts, no 
experience necessary! The song is 
"Amani Utupe" which has a 
couple of Swahili phrases but the 
rest is English. It is joyful, 
percussive and fun---YOU can sing it! So, come with your family on Wednesday May 17th and sing for one hour, then 
join us for snacks right after! You will be prepared to sing that song with the choir on Choir Sunday May 21, in the 
middle of the service! Questions: ask abha.dearing@bucmi.org 

Music at BUC 
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These last several weeks have been personally difficult for me as the UUA has been in turmoil recently with the 
resignation of Peter Morales and other senior staff over discriminatory hiring practices in our association. You can find 
more details in the UU World online.  

I serve on two national bodies (Diverse Revolutionary UU Multicultural Ministries and the Journey Toward Wholeness) 
that hold our associational leadership accountable to our social justice work. We as Unitarian Universalists have struggled 
to answer our call of love and this latest turmoil is another incident where we have missed the mark for racial justice 
along with addressing other intersectional oppressed identities such as gender expression and disability. 

While I bring up what is happening at the UUA, we also need to remember that congregations such as BUC are what 
makes up our association. Black Lives of UU are working with over 500 congregations across to the country to conduct a 
white supremacy teach-in. Yes…white supremacy is not easy to hear or let alone to say. White UUs are people with big 
hearts and with good intentions. When we talk about white supremacy, it does not mean that UUs are white supremacist. 
White supremacy is a culture where whiteness is the unmarked and viewed as the norm and anything other than that is 
marked. How has whiteness as the norm affected how we do church and who gets to lead our congregations?  

We will continue work together and conversations about white supremacy with workshops, movie screenings, and 
worship services. I also invite you to reflect on our 7 principles and how we can live into them more fully. At the General 
Assembly in New Orleans this year, an eighth principle will be proposed. It says, “We, the member congregations of the 
Unitarian Universalist Association, covenant to affirm and promote: journeying toward spiritual wholeness by working to 
build a diverse multicultural Beloved Community by our actions that accountably dismantle racism and other oppressions 
in ourselves and our institutions.”  

While social justice work is difficult, I remain hopeful that our latest fall will become an opportunity for us to fine tune 
our strategies for becoming a community where we can truly say, “All of who you are is sacred and welcome home”. What 
are your thoughts? I welcome you to a conversation. I am available via email or we can set up a time to talk in person. 
ben.gabel@bucmi.org.  

Ben 

Greening of Detroit – Plantings on May 13 
& 20 
Each year BUC joins other volunteers to plant trees with Greening of Detroit. These 
trees replace those lost to Dutch elm disease, emerald ash borer and a variety of other 
issues. Please join us to improve the environment and beauty of our city. This event is 
great for individuals, small groups, and families. Individuals will be teamed with others. 

9:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. at GLRI Rouge Park, 7201 Pierson, Detroit 

Sign up for one or both dates after Sunday service or send email to 
pplante@twmi.rr.com.  Volunteers will receive instructions from Paul Plante via email 
the week prior to planting. Paul will be onsite on both days to demonstrate tree planting 
and to lead the volunteers.  

Service and Justice – May 2017 
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Know Your Muslim Neighbor:  
Sunday, May 7 During Social Hour 

Know your Muslim Neighbor (KYMN) is a family-friendly event and will provide an opportunity to meet new people, try 
new experiences, taste new food, and enjoy conversation with local Muslims. KYMN offers hands-on Islamic art 
activities for children, henna hand painting, a poster exhibit on the history of Muslims in early America, and short 
presentations 

Human Trafficking: It’s Happening Right Next Door – 
Saturday, May 13 from 9:00 --11:30 a.m. 
What do the Super Bowl, fruit and vegetable crops, and nail salons have in 
common? They all represent industries that are magnets for human trafficking. 
Why is Michigan a hot spot for this second fastest growing criminal enterprise 
in the world and what is being done to combat it? Learn this and more from 
Jane White, Executive Director of the Michigan Human Trafficking Task Force, 
a coalition of over 130 agencies working collaboratively to prevent trafficking of 
people in Michigan, pursue prosecution of perpetrators, and protect and 
actively support rehabilitation for victims.  Register at 
www.tinyurl.com/TraffickingRegn. There is no charge. 

May Plate Collection Recipient:  
the Michigan Human Trafficking Task Force 
To facilitate a collaborative effort to prevent trafficking of persons within the State of Michigan, to pursue prosecution 
of perpetrators, and to protect and actively support rehabilitation efforts for trafficking victims.  

Any BUCer may nominate a local service organization to be the plate recipient.  Submit an application online at 
www.bucmi.org.  Click the “Social Justice” tab, then “Plate Collection Application.” Contact Sharon Kirchner at 
skirch47@gmail.com if you prefer to submit a paper application. 

Religious 
Education 

Children’s Education 
 BUC’s Children’s program will continue with its traditional religious education 
classes during May and early June. Beginning June 18th, Children’s RE will go to 
its summer schedule, switching to the theme of Great Books and Great Fun, 
which will involve creative craft activities, games and wonderful stories. There 
will be a Nursery for the littlest ones, a Preschool class and a Kindergarten 
through Fifth grade class meeting at 10:30 am each Sunday from Father’s Day 
through Labor Day. Look for more info in June newsletter.  
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Youth Ceremonies 
If you have been attending BUC all year, you have heard repeated references to our Rite of Passage Experience or 
ROPE class. This Coming of Age program for our 13 & 14 year-old youth gives them an opportunity to examine 
religious ideas from various sources, including family members and congregants, to help them distill some of their own 
thoughts. The program culminates in the ROPE service at which this year’s class will present their personal credos. This 
ceremony marks a very important transition in the lives of our youth. With the support of the congregation, it will be 
especially meaningful and memorable. Please join us! ROPE Sunday: June 7th at 10:30  

 The 6th and 7th graders will finish up their two-week Mythology unit on May 3 and revisit UUism on May 10. On May 
17, they will take a look back over the year, welcome the 5th graders who will are moving into the youth program, and 
recognize the 7th graders who are moving on to OWL and ROPE. Since this is the day of the Congregational Meeting, 
class will be followed by fun and food for all the youth.  

Many, many thanks to our 2014-15 6 & 7 teachers: Debbie Fordree, Viola Newman, and Bruce Webber (fall), and Bill 
Fox, LuAnne Holder, and Latika Mangrulkar (winter and spring).  

ROPE (Rite of Passage Experience): The ROPE class will be conspicuous by its absence for the beginning of May—they 
will be in Boston for the long-awaited UU Heritage trip, accompanied by advisors Emilia Askari, Mike Gabel, Ruth 
Goldner, and Glenn Hoffrichter and DRE Eleanor McGuire. Once they return, we will throw ourselves into preparing 
for ROPE Sunday, polishing credos, discussing worship, and rehearsing.  

ROPE rehearsal is June 6, from 9 to 1 in the Sanctuary to prepare for the service on June 7 (see above).  

The ROPE youth will be welcomed into the high school youth program at the GUUSH-ROPE picnic at the home of 
Kimery Campbell and Bill Fox on the evening of June 7. Watch your inbox for details. And, again, many thanks to our 
Coming of Age adult leaders, including OWL teachers Dave Graham, Max Kort, Alison Rule, and Vickie Muir.  

May’s Sunday morning High School class will continue with their Meaning of Life workshops, exploring both why we 
are here and what we should be doing with our lives. The youth will also discuss their vision of what Sunday mornings 
“might be” in 2014-15.  

GUUSH (Great Unitarian Universalist Senior High) 
will focus on end-of-year events: the Rummage 
sleepover and elections on May 1; Greening of Detroit 
on May 9; and the GUUSH-ROPE picnic on June 7. 
All high school youth are welcome to join us for the 
GUUSH meetings on May 17th and June 14, 6:30 to 
8 p.m. Leadership meets at 6.  

Many, many thanks to our faithful GUUSH advisors: 
Claudia Kocher, Walter Dean, Kat McMullen, Tom 
Cranston, Bill Fox, and Paul Plante. Questions about 

Youth RE can be addressed to Kimery Campbell at 
kimery.campbell@bucmi.org 

Youth Religious Education 

Youth Sunday 2017 A Message for All Ages 
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Film Buffs: Friday, May 26 
Fireworks Wednesday 
7:00 PM in the Commons "Rouhi is a young bride-to-be is hired as a maid for an 
affluent family in Tehran. Upon arriving, however, she is suddenly thrust into an 
explosive domestic conflict that threatens another couple’s marriage, causing Rouhi to 
have second thoughts about her own future. This previously unavailable early 
masterwork from Asghar Farhadi, the Academy Award® winning director of 'A 
Separation', is a gripping, emotionally suspenseful drama of marital intrigue set 
against the usually joyous backdrop of the Persian New Year. In Farsi with English 
subtitles." - DFT Film Guide Summer 2016  

“Exquisite. A finely tuned, masterful work.” –Film Journal  

(Iran, 2006, NR, 104 minutes)  

Snacks provided. For more information contact Larry at 248-569-0965 or LJWisniew@yahoo.com. 

Ministerial Search Process: An Update 
This is for those of you who are wondering "wassup" with the ministerial search process. 

The Committee for a Contract Minister (a one-year temporary position) should receive the 
names of ministers interested in BUC by May 2.  The committee will then consider 
candidates' backgrounds and the best fit for our church.  Wednesday evening, May 10, the 
committee will present its finding to the BUC Board.  Should no satisfactory candidate 
emerge, there will be two other dates in May when the UUA Transitions Office can send 
additional names of candidates to the committee. 

While the Search for a Contract Minister unfolds, we shall soon begin to develop a two-stage process for the Search 
Committee for a Settled Minister. The first stage will be on the agenda for the annual meeting.  Nine church members 
for the Search Committee have submitted their names for election (see next page for a quick visual introduction), and 
four of them shall be chosen by ballot. Qualifications, pictures, and reasons for wanting to serve we be emailed out to 
the congregation by May 1st and will be posted on large boards in the Hodas Family Hall on may Sundays prior to the 
Annual Meeting.  Soon after the congregation has elected four members on May 21, the board will elect three additional 
members, then comprising a seven-person committee that will begin its work this summer. 

It is our hope that this process, sanctioned by the BUC Constitution, will bring to BUC excellent candidates for our 
congregation. 

Blessings to all! 

Ed Sharples, Board President 
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Settled Minister Search Candidates – Voting Members 
Will Select Four on May 21* 

*Please view full candidate bios, and their reasons for nominating themselves for the search committee, in the BUC Voter 
Guide available online at www.bucmi.org, or stop by the kiosks in the Hodas Hall May 7th and 14th – The full slate of 
candidates for all the upcoming board positions and the Leadership Development Committee are included. 

Robert B. Clement Lisa Demian Ben Ensroth 

Marcia Mahood 
Terrence Metz 

Eric Sargent 

Andrew Schreck Diane Slon Amy Smalley 



 

 

   

BUC’s Annual Meeting – May 21, 11:45 a.m. 
The Leadership Development Committee (LDC) is pleased to 
announce the slate of nominees and candidates for leadership 
positions for the next church year. Stay for the brief slideshow 
after the service on Sunday, May 7, for a quick visual introduction 
to the candidates, and then stop by the kiosks in the Pavilion for 
more information. A link to the candidate “Voter Guide” will be 
emailed out and posted on the BUC website; some print copies 
will be available in the office. 

You are encouraged to vote on May 21, when you attend the Annual Meeting. Childcare will be provided. 
However, if you know you will be unable to attend on May 21, you may vote by absentee ballot (available in 
the church office beginning May 7) or in person on May 14. All members in good standing, who signed the 
book at least 90 days prior to the Annual Meeting date, are eligible to vote. Our constitution states that you 
must have participated in the previous years pledge campaign (either made a statement of intent, or let the 
minister know if you were experiencing hardship and needed a waiver). If you are unsure of your membership 
status, please contact the church office and with your questions. buc@bucmi.org  


